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About Eastern Angles Theatre Company
We provide professional rural touring and site-specific theatre with a
focus on new writing, new audiences and the development of new
talent. Our stories and themes are derived from our sense of place,
specifically East Anglia and the East of England. Since forming in 1982,
Eastern Angles have blazed a trail across East Anglia over 30 plus
years and expanded to national tours and Edinburgh Festival
residencies.
Based in Ipswich at the Sir John Mills Theatre, the company has a second base in Peterborough at Chauffeur’s Cottage. Eastern Angles has
performed across Peterborough including outside the city’s Cathedral,
the Key Theatre and Nene Park. In October 2016, we opened a new
theatre space: The Undercroft at Serpentine Green Shopping Centre.

Our mission is to...




provide high quality theatre

maintain and promote a regional identity

tour to theatre, non-theatre and community venues



develop and produce new and original work

Eastern Angles Theatre Company combines heritage with theatre to make
regional stories and hidden histories come to life on stage.
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All Wrapped Up in Westwood
WELCOME TO ALL

WRAPPED UP IN
WESTWOOD

All Wrapped Up in Westwood is
a community documentary musical based on the stories of those
who worked at Peterborough’s
Freemans Catalogue Distribution
Centre from the 1960s to the
early 2000s.
Directed by Poppy Rowley, she
and the creative team have
been interviewing ex-employees
of Freemans to create All
Wrapped Up in Westwood at
The Undercroft in
Serpentine Green, Peterborough.
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Q+A with Director Poppy Rowley
Q1
A

What was it about the
‘Freemans Project’ that
interested you initially?
When you are in
Peterborough you can
ask anyone if they know
about Freemans and
they say “Yeah! My
mum or sister or I
worked there!”
Someone always
worked there.

“The whole story has come from
the Community of Peterborough ”
What challenges did
you face starting the
rehearsal process?
A
One of the exciting
challenges in rehearsing All

Show Review Notes
The Set/staging




Music/sound




Q2

Wrapped Up In Westwood

was doing justice to the
original stories we’ve
collected from ex-Freemans
employees! And what stories
they’ve been: strikes and
disputes, parties,
competitions and socials;
extreme weather and dodgy
machinery; partners met
and lifelong friends made;
and don't forget the shop!

Acting Style




Themes/ issues
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All Wrapped Up in Westwood

Costume & Set Designer Fiona Rigler
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How is All
Wrapped Up In
Westwood a
Q3

community play?
A
It’s a
community play on
so many levels. It’s
about Freemans
Distribution Centre
1969-2009 so the
whole story has come
from the Community of Peterborough.
When I first approach a new project, I like to do some basic
research into time period, the types of people involved, the
fashion, what type of action is happening in the scenes to

Q5
A

get an idea of what these characters and settings will be
like.
Task 1—Create a mind map/ mood board of your initial ideas for
1978 Freemans.

Q6
A

The next phase is bringing this to life; this can be as a
scale size model of the space and costume designs.
Task 2— Create a scale size drawing of your performance space
including levels and practical set design eg. The shelves, the trolley, the factory line.
OR
Create 2 costume designs of a Freemans worker and how their
social club outfit (remember it was a fashion catalogue).

Finally, I will create a storyboard of each scene to use to
allow the director to have a clearer visual of my artistic
vision.

Q7

A

How will you show over 4 decades of Freemans to
an audience?
The play spans 15 years, focussing on 1978 and 1993.
There is a mix of fictional narrative supported by ele
ments of documentary theatre.
How did you use documentary theatre to create the
play?
Documentary theatre can take a number of
different forms but essentially it involves using
transcripts of interviews, government reports and
newspaper articles as source material for the script,
ideally without altering the original wording.
So many interviews took place, how did you
decide what to use?
When it comes to interviews, there is always a debate
about how much one can rely on an individuals
memory, but actually having a range of anecdotes and
stories about a particular time can really add to the
flavour and human element of an event. This can then
be juxtaposed with reports or media representations.
One thing we’re particularly interested in is the Equal
Pay dispute that ended up being of national
significance - importantly making the distinction about
equal pay for equal value work.
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Historical Context
‘All Wrapped Up in Westwood’ is set in 2 key points in history;
1978 and 1994.

Practical Task 4
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Bringing the
Past to Life

AWUIW looks at bringing the history of Peterborough
to life.
In a group of 2-5, think of places you spend lots of
time within your community (a shop, a park, a club,
your end of the playground).
Answer the following:
What does it sound like?
What does it smell like?
What does it look like?
What does it feel like? (emotions and textures)
Using the worksheet, create a verse and chorus to advertise your chosen place (the grittier the better!).
Once you have done that you can either use the
‘Hooky Street’ soundtrack (From Only Fools and
Horses) or you may use your own backing track to
perform your advert to your group.
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Practical Task 1

Spontaneous Improvisation
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Verbatim—Bringing the interview to life
See Appendix 1 for interview examples
Character
Questionnaire
1— How old is your character?
2—What is your characters role in the community?
3— What does the character look like?
4— How do they cope with conflict?
5– What is the characters motives in this scene/ environment?
In small groups, use the character questionnaire to discuss what
kind of person your character is. (10mins)

Spontaneous Improvisation - To create a short movements or dialogue
without any preparations; based solely on a response to what is happening in
front of you whether that be objects or other people or surroundings.

You must then decide on a person to go into the ‘hot seat’ to
answer questions the rest of the group will ask about their time
at Freeman’s factory and daily life.

Q: What similarity/ differences did you spot in the different
groups characters?

Key Terms Glossary
Verbatim theatre is a form of documented theatre in which plays are
constructed from the precise words spoken by people interviewed about a
particular event or topic.
Hot-seating is when a character is questioned by the group about his or her
background, behaviour and motivation.
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Creating Narrative from Movement
This task is used as a strong basis for most Physical
Theatre. It begins with simple movements which
gradually adds texture to add a narrative or context to. ‘AWUIW’ used this at the start of rehearsal
process to communicate the monotony of factory
life in contrast to the social life of the Freemans
community.
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Step 4— consider how you may perform these
movements 3 times with growing levels of energy
and enthusiasm (Dynamics)
Repetition -performing a movement more than once
Synchronisation - completing the same action, at the same
time

Ripple - Performing the same action one after the other
(Canon in Dance terms)

Echo - the same action performed one after the other, grow-

Step 1— In pairs, create 4 factory line movements

ing or decreasing in energy every time.

such as folding clothes, putting them in boxes,
placing tissue paper on top and moving along the
factory line.

Extension:

Step 2— The other half of the group will again, in

Written Task:

pairs create 4 movements of the returns trolley
operative. For example, pushing a trolley, looking
for an item, placing it on a shelf and checking a
clipboard.

Step 3— Join 2 sets of pairs together and rehearse
the order of your movements.

Step 5—complete 2-4 dance moves to signal your
shift has finished in your group.

Q: How can Physical Theatre be used to communicate a
theme or issue to an audience?
OR
Create an article on a theme or issue you identified from today’s performances drawing references to what you found
effective in either your own or another groups work.
Appendix 2.— Article worksheet (newspaper)

